Welding is widely used for assembling steel structures such as ships and bridges. Quantitative prediction and effective control are required to minimize residual stress and welding distortion. Heat conduction Finite Element (FE) analysis and thermal elastic plastic FE analysis are generally used in welding simulations. However, these analyses have very large computing time and memory consumption that are proportional to the second or third power of the number of degrees of freedom of the analysis model. To accomplish smaller computing time and memory consumption for thermal elastic plastic analysis, we have developed Idealized explicit Finite Element Method (FEM). In this study, Idealized explicit FEM for heat conduction analysis is developed and applied to series of computations for bead-on-plate welding and tandem fillet welding of a large-scale stiffened plate. As a result, it is found that Idealized explicit FEM can reduce the computing time and memory consumption of heat conduction analysis especially for large-scale problems.
Introduction
Recently, numerical simulations have been widely used as the performance of computers has been exponentially increased.
Using computer simulations, design and manufacturing costs can be reduced. In manufacturing, welding is essential and widely adopted. However, it sometimes cause the problem on deformation and stress of welded joints. It is thus important to predict the welding deformation and residual stress by numerical simulations. Numerical simulations based on heat conduction Finite Element (FE) analysis and thermal elastic plastic FE analysis are generally used to predict welding residual stress and deformation [1] [2] [3] [4] . These analyses can simulate the entire process from the beginning of welding to complete cooling.
However, both the number of time steps and the computing time become extremely large even if simple models are analyzed.
To overcome this problem, we have developed Idealized explicit Finite Element Method (FEM) 5, 6) that can greatly reduce the computing time of thermal elastic plastic FE analysis of welding although the accuracy is almost the same as implicit FEM. Then, in this study, in order to reduce the computing time of heat conduction analysis, Idealized explicit FEM for heat conduction analysis is developed.
Heat conduction analysis using Idealized explicit FEM

Transient heat conduction analysis
Heat conduction FE analysis is generally used before performing thermal elastic plastic analysis to solve the mechanical problems of welding such as welding deformation and residual stress. The fundamental equation for transient heat conduction FE analysis is given as:
where, C is heat capacity matrix, K is heat conduction matrix, Q is generated heat, N is shape function, In welding simulation, temperature rate in heating process is quite different from that in cooling process. Therefore, implicit FEM is generally used since it is possible to use large time increment compared to that used in explicit FEM. Then, Eq. (1) is discretized using backward difference which is implicit discretization method and the following equation is obtained.
where, t is the time increment, This makes it difficult to analyze large-scale problems.
Introduction of Idealized explicit FEM
It is difficult to analyze large-scale welding problems because the memory consumption and computing time increase in Here, the basic formulation of Idealized explicit FEM for transient heat conduction analysis is given as Eq. (2), which is the same as the basic equation for transient heat conduction analysis for the implicit method. Then, Eq. (2) is rearranged to give the following equation:
where, is calculated as shown in the next section (see Fig. 1 (a) ). Secondly, the temperature exp exp t t T is calculated using Eq. (9). And the calculation is continued using Eq. (9) until the temperature satisfies Eq. (10). Eq. (9) is transformed from Eq. (8) (see Fig. 1 (b) ).
For the virtual heat capacity matrix ] [ exp C , lumped diagonal matrix is expected to reduce the computing time and the memory consumption and the matrix is calculated using the method described in the following section.
Modification of virtual heat capacity matrix
In Idealized explicit FEM, temperature is iteratively computed until the whole system satisfies Eq. (10). In order to compute the temperature faster, virtual heat capacity matrix ] [ exp C is adopted.
In this section, virtual heat capacity matrix ] [ exp C is derived.
In the explicit FEM, time increment is limited by the Courant condition which is defined in Eq. (11). , it is expected to reduce the number of necessary virtual time steps to satisfy the Eq.(10).
Verification of proposed method
Analysis model and welding conditions
In this section, bead-on-plate welding is analyzed to investigate Moreover, the skyline method is used in the implicit FEM as a solver.
Investigation of accuracy of Idealized Explicit FEM
Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the temperature distribution at t=18 sec after the beginning of welding obtained using the proposed method and implicit FEM. From Fig. 4 , it is clearly seen that the shape of temperature distribution is elliptical and spreads in the opposite to the welding direction. In addition, a typical temperature distribution for bead-on plate welding is obtained.
Through the comparison of temperature distribution computed by using Idealized explicit FEM and implicit FEM, it is found that the tendency of temperature distribution obtained by both methods is almost the same. 
Application to welding of large-scale structure
In this section, heat conduction analysis by using Idealized explicit FEM is applied to a large-scale model that has more than 1,100,000 nodes. 
Conclusions
In this study, heat conduction analysis using Idealized explicit 
